Next week event calendar
Monday:
On a very first day of week we do not expect any major event to come but after GDP data
currency will open very first time. We may expect some amount of Volatility in currency.

Tuesday:
On Tuesday morning India’s services PMI due to release which came 51.7 previously, and we
expect US’s Service PMI as well. We do not expect any major impact in market.

Wednesday:
Major data to come of this day as we have RBI’s monetary policy where RBI is expected to keep
rate unchanged but any comment on GDP & CPI may provide direction to the markets.

Thursday:
ECB president Draghi to speak on Thursday, any comment on tightening policy may add
volatility.

Friday:
Very Important event of the week is US’s NFP which is continue rising and any positive reading
of US’s Job may lead to rate hike decision stronger and Dollar also may find some support from
weakness.
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